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ABSTRACT 

Spinal cord injury patients are under daily risk for developing deep tissue injury - 

a severe pressure ulcer that initiates in soft tissues at the bones’ proximity. We aimed 

to formulate a patient-specific biomechanical model that can continuously monitor 

internal tissue stresses in real-time. We adopted a formulation solving an 

axisymmetric contact problem of a finite-thickness, elastic layer (soft tissue) and a 

rigid spherical indentor (ischial tuberosity). We utilized finite element analyses to 

expand the formulation for large deformations. Sensitivity analyses showed that the 

soft tissue mechanical properties are the most influential factors in this modeling. We 

then used synthetic surface pressure data and actual surface pressures recorded under 

the buttocks of 5 paraplegic wheelchair-users to demonstrate clinical feasibility. 

Output parameters were designed to be simple so that they can be easily interpreted 

by the user. Specifically, we calculated peak and average internal von Mises stress 

and stress dose, under each buttock, and also a time-dependent stress asymmetry 

index, to account for frequency of posture adjustments. Inter-subject variability was 

higher than the intra-subject variability. The heaviest subject had the highest maximal 

and average peak internal soft tissue stress. We believe that this method holds a high 

potential for clinical applications.  

 

Keywords: Pressure ulcer; Rehabilitation; Sitting; Wheelchair; Biomechanical model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Spinal cord injury (SCI) patients are under daily risk for developing deep tissue 

injury (DTI), which is a severe pressure ulcer that typically initiates in soft tissues at 

the proximity of the ischial tuberosity (IT) bones [2,4,8,15,16,20] . DTI has recently 

become a consensus pathway of injury, which is reflected in the International Pressure 

Ulcer Guidelines published jointly by the European and American Pressure Ulcer 

Advisory Panels (see www.epuap.org and www.npuap.org, respectively). While 

surface pressure measurements are believed to be effective in alerting wheelchair-

users against focal pressures that may cause skin injury [18], these measurements 

cannot predict dangerous internal tissue loading [1,12]. For example, a similar 

pressure map may register under the buttocks of a heavy person with sharp ITs and a 

thin person with blunt ITs; however, their susceptibility to DTI depends on the IT 

curvature as well as the thickness of the soft tissues, as demonstrated by MRI-based 

finite element (FE) analyses conducted by Elsner and Gefen [7] and Sopher et al. [21]. 

Patient-specific FE analyses demand relatively high computer power, at least for large 

tissue deformations, which is the case for the buttocks area, and the model creation 

process cannot be easily automated [3]. Furthermore, monitoring sitting pressures 

through pressure mats is mostly reserved to rehabilitation institutes due to high costs. 

Therefore, internal loads are presently unmonitored - neither in the clinical setting nor 

in the patient’s daily surroundings.  

Previous studies [1,11] showed that real-time patient-specific monitoring of 

internal soft tissue strains and stresses under the ITs is, in principle, feasible. 

However, the Agam and Gefen [1] model did not directly account for the individual's 

soft tissue thickness under the ITs. The Linder-Ganz et al. [11] model was more 

anatomically accurate but required the computer power of a laptop to run. Here we 

sought to develop a biomechanical model that is simple enough for running on low 

computer power, i.e. can be programmed on low-cost chips, in real-time, but that still 

holds essential individual anatomical characteristics. We further aimed to establish 

“user-friendly” output parameters that can be easily interpreted by users. The 

biomechanical model is presented herein and its clinical feasibility is demonstrated. 

The present study applies to SCI patients, who are considered more prone to DTI with 

respect to other patient populations [2,4,8,15,16,20]. Note that we do not aim at 

demonstrating prevention capabilities of the method at this stage, but rather, we 
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present the algorithm and provide a proof-of-concept. Demonstrating prevention 

capacities will require further clinical studies that are underway. 

 

2. METHODS 

2.1 Biomechanical Model 

In order to evaluate internal stresses in sub-dermal soft tissues at the proximity of 

the IT in real-time, using low computing power and low hardware costs, we adopted a 

formulation solving an axisymmetric contact problem of a finite-thickness, 

transversely isotropic elastic layer and a rigid spherical indentor [14]. The IT bone 

edge is modeled as a hemisphere with radius R (Fig. 1a). Due to the bodyweight, the 

IT hemisphere is indenting, to a depth of 0z , against a soft tissue layer that effectively 

represents the mechanical contributions of the overlying muscle, fat and skin. A 

contact radius a is formed between the IT and soft tissue layer. The downward 

displacement of the IT is given by 
22

0 aRRwz −−+=  (Fig. 1a). Assuming small 

deformations of the soft tissue at this stage of the modeling, Raw 22≈  [14]. The 

thickness of the soft tissue is h.  The load applied to the IT by the bodyweight at time t 

is P(t), which induces an equal and measurable reaction force at the surface of the 

body (Fig. 1a). The contact between the IT and the soft tissue can be considered as 

either free-slip, i.e. the bone can slide freely on the overlying soft tissue or as no-slip, 

meaning that there is no movement between the bone and the soft tissue (see further 

below).  

The formulation of the stress tensor in the soft tissue for the IT-soft tissue contact 

problem depicted in Fig. 1a is as follows. For a no-slip IT-soft tissue interface [14]: 
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where Cij are the constitutive parameters of the soft tissue (given later in eq. 3).  
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For free-slip IT-soft tissue interface, the stress tensor is [14]: 
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Assuming now an isotropic soft tissue layer, the constitutive parameters of the soft 

tissue are: 
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(3) 

where E and ν are the effective elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio of the soft tissue, 

respectively. A geometry function α(R/h) was introduced herein to expand the 

formulation for determining soft tissue stresses under large deformations as well. The 

α(R/h) functions were characterized separately for the no-slip and free-slip IT-soft 

tissue contact conditions, using large-deformation FE models (described later on) of 

the geometry depicted in Fig. 1a.  

The von Mises stresses in the soft tissue around the IT at each time point t are 

calculated by: 
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In the real-world situation, slipping of the IT upon the soft tissue is hindered by 

interlacing fibers between the IT and the surrounding soft tissue, and possibly by 

some degree of tissue adhesion [19]. Since the real-world contact between the IT and 

soft tissue is neither frictionless nor completely bonded, we aimed at calculating the 

von Mises stress in the soft tissue assuming frictional IT-soft tissue contact. For this 

purpose, we used a weight-function with β proportional to the IT-soft tissue friction 

coefficient, as follows: 
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( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )zrtzrtzrt slipfree

VM
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Substituting β=1 provides the no-slip solution and substituting β=0 provides the free-

slip solution to the soft tissue stresses. An alternative approach was also explored, in 

which the weighted average of the two stress tensors (eq. 1 and eq. 2) was first 

calculated, followed by the calculation of the von Mises stress, according to eq.4. 

Differences between this approach and the algorithm expressed by eq. 5 did not 

exceed 7.5% in internal stress values, hence we proceeded with the eq. (5) option, 

consistent with the separate free-slip and no-slip FE analyses conducted to determine 

α(R/h). 

Focusing on spatial peaks of soft tissue stresses, which appear at the IT-soft tissue 

contact [12], we limit eqs. (1) and (2) to the symmetry axis ( 0=r ; Fig. 1a) where soft 

tissue deformations maximize, and do not depend on the z coordinate. The geometry 

functions ( )
slipno

hR /α  and ( )
slipfree

hR /α  mentioned above were determined by comparing von 

Mises stresses computed using eq. (5) for different hR /  values, with peak von Mises 

stresses computed with large-deformation FE simulations of corresponding 

geometries (Fig. 1). Specifically, each axisymmetric FE model (ABAQUS v. 6.9, 

SIMULIA, RI, USA) consisted of a rigid IT with radius R, and a soft tissue layer with 

thickness h, effective elastic modulus E=25.3kPa (as measured for transversely 

indented flaccid muscle tissue by Palevski and colleagues) [17] and Poisson's ratio 

ν=0.49 [10]. The soft tissue layer was modeled with 8-node biquadratic axisymmetric 

quadrilateral elements (“CGAX8R” in ABAQUS) with higher mesh density at the 

contact region (Fig. 1). We selected the mesh densities after gradually condensing the 

meshes until the resulted stresses did not change by more than 2%. We analyzed 

internal soft tissue stresses where R/h ranged between 0.5 to 2.3 (R was set to 20mm 

and h values ranged between 8.7mm to 40mm), which represents a broad range of 

anatomical and pathoanatomical conditions characteristic to paraplegia, as previously 

measured by means of MRI [12]. We collected data from a total of 6 FE model 

geometries (see R/h values in Fig. 1d,e), applied with downward displacement so that 

the ratios of IT indentation depth over the undeformed soft tissue thickness were 20% 

to 50% at 6%-steps. Each model was simulated with either no-slip or free-slip IT-soft 

tissue contact (Fig. 1). From the aforementioned FE simulations we obtained that 

α(R/h) behaves as a power law function (Fig. 1d,e): 
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where the constants A are 0.9718 and 0.0686 for the free-slip and no-slip contact 

conditions, respectively, and the constants B are -0.277 and -0.285 for the free-slip 

and no-slip contact conditions, respectively (Fig. 1). This function was chosen since it 

provided better fit than polynomial functions and had just two parameters. Note that 

for the anatomically-relevant R/h range, and in a large deformation regime, the 

α(R/h) functions mostly act to lower ( )tVMσ . The criterion for determining the A and 

B constants was a minimal root mean square error (RMSE) between the von Mises 

stresses predicted from eq. (5) and the peak von Mises stresses computed by FE 

simulations with corresponding hR /  geometry: 
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After introducing the α(R/h) functions in eq. (3), the mean RMSE were 5.4% for 

the no-slip and 3% for the free-slip IT-soft tissue contact conditions, respectively, for 

the entire range of R/h. The maximal RMSE were 7.2% (at R/h=0.8) for the no-slip 

and 5.5% (at R/h=2.3) for the free-slip IT-soft tissue contact conditions, respectively. 

The correction factor has been calculated for R/h in the undeformed configuration, so 

that it decreases with a decrease in the applied load (i.e. when loads are small the 

correction factor tends to 1). Nevertheless, real-world conditions involve IT 

indentation depths over undeformed soft tissue thicknesses in the range of 20-50% (as 

applied herein) [12], and hence, in practice, all calculations involved large 

loads/deformations, and R/h values that were higher than zero (at least 0.5). 

In order to evaluate the history of soft tissue exposure to stresses over time, an 

internal stress dose (ISD) parameter was computed - as the numerical time integral of 

the peak internal von Mises stress in the soft tissue. At the occurrence of a load-relief, 

the ISD is reduced proportionally to the duration of the relief. Specifically, the ISD is 

multiplied by a factor of 1/t (time in seconds), so that if a person lifts his buttock for 

1s, there is no reduction in accumulated ISD, if he or she lifts it for 2s, the stress dose 

reduces to half and so on.  
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2.2 Sensitivity Analyses 

Subsequently, our analytical model was used to perform sensitivity analyses of 

intrinsic patient factors, i.e. anatomy and tissue mechanical properties. The elastic 

modulus of the soft tissue varied between 13.7kPa and 40kPa according to 

experimental data from loading flaccid muscle tissue perpendicularly to its fibers [17]. 

Poisson’s ratios were varied between 0.49 and 0.499, as soft tissues of the buttocks 

contain ~80% water [10]. The geometry of the IT radii (12mm – 25mm) and soft 

tissue thicknesses (8mm – 40mm) were adopted from the MRI studies of Linder-Ganz 

and colleagues [12]. The parameter β, which is proportional to the IT-soft tissue 

friction coefficient, was varied through its entire range (0 to 1; eq. 5). The results of 

the sensitivity analyses, presented in Table S1 (included with the supplementary 

material), revealed that the mechanical properties of the soft tissue (E, ν) are the most 

influential factors in this modeling, followed by the internal anatomy (R, h). 

Accordingly, the impact of variation in soft tissue mechanical properties on the peak 

internal von Mises stress and ISD was tested via simulation of static and dynamic 

sitting conditions (see Section 2.3 below).  

2.3 Static and Dynamic Synthetic Data  

We simulated two possible wheelchair sitting conditions: static sitting and a 

dynamic loading during wheelchair propulsion. To simulate static sitting we created 

synthetic data consisting of 2 minutes of bilateral weight bearing, followed by load 

shifting to the monitored side for two minutes, then 5 seconds lift-off (zero load on 

the monitored buttock) and back to 2 minutes of bilateral weight bearing (Fig. 2). 

Simulations of dynamic sitting were created according to force patterns measured 

under the buttocks of wheelchair users during wheelchair propulsion [5] (Fig. 3). In 

each simulation we varied either the elastic modulus E or the Poisson’s ratio ν for the 

ranges defined in Section 2.2. In each simulation we calculated the internal peak von 

Mises stress and the ISD as function of time (Figs. 2,3).   

2.4 Determining the Optimal Pressure Sensing Area under the Ischial Tuberosity 

At this stage of the formulation, all parameters of our model are well-defined 

except the area on the pressure mat to be used for calculating body loads transferred 

through the IT on each side, P(t). We therefore compared previously-published 
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subject-specific MRI-based FE buttocks stress results [12] to our present stress 

calculations, made for different surface area sizes and for the same subjects, in order 

to test which surface pressure area produces stress values that best fit the MRI-FE 

calculations by Linder-Ganz and colleagues [12]. Specifically, we compared values of 

peak soft tissue von Mises stresses calculated by our present algorithm against 

patient-specific FE internal soft tissue von Mises stresses published by Linder-Ganz et 

al. [12] for the same healthy (n = 6) and paraplegic (n = 5) subjects during static 

sitting. For our calculations we assumed that the surface load under each IT, P(t), was 

dispersed across a square of the buttock-sit contact area around the projection of the 

IT in the pressure map. The P(t) force was hence calculated from pressure mat 

measurements acquired from each subject (‘‘Tactilus’’, SensorProduct Co., NJ, USA), 

by multiplying the measured pressure [12] and different sizes of the aforementioned 

square. We assumed that E
muscle

=25.3kPa [17], E
fat

=0.852kPa [9], ν=0.49 [10] and 

β=0.2 [19] for all patients. The effective elastic modulus assigned to the soft tissue 

bulk of each individual subject was weighed using their individual MRI-measured 

[12] muscle-to-fat ratios (averaged for the left and right body sides; Table S2). A 

5x5cm
2
 area size provided the best outcome in terms of an X-Y plot (Fig. 4a) and an 

average-difference (Bland-Altman) plot (Fig. 4b), and it is also physiologically 

reasonable - as a projection of the IT with a sufficiently large soft tissue region under 

it. Stresses calculated using the present model were compared with effective values of 

von Mises stress in muscle and fat tissues  in Linder-Ganz et al. [12], which were 

correspondingly weighed together according to the subject-specific muscle-to-fat 

ratios. The average-difference plot comparing the present soft tissue stress data with 

the previous subject-specific MRI-based FE stress analyses of the same 11 subjects 

published by Linder-Ganz et al. [12], as shown in Fig. 4b, overall demonstrates good 

agreement between the two methods, as all data points in the plot are within the ±2 

standard deviation (SD) boundaries of the difference (Fig. 4b), and the absolute mean 

difference between the methods is ~4kPa.  

2.5 Patient Studies 

The present algorithm was tested with sitting pressure data recorded from 

paraplegic patients in order to demonstrate its clinical feasibility. Specifically, 

pressure measurements between the wheelchair seat and the buttocks of five 

paraplegic subjects were previously recorded at a frequency of 1Hz with a 256-
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sensors pressure mat (‘‘Tactilus’’) by Linder-Ganz et al. [12]. An ethical committee 

approval was obtained for these studies and all patients gave their informed consent. 

We have selected a convenience sample, which reflects the midrange of patient body 

weights; the body characteristics and relevant personal information of the subjects are 

provided in Table S2. For the purpose of assessing feasibility of clinical application, 

we assumed, at this stage, that E
muscle

=25.3kPa [17], E
fat

=0.852kPa [9], ν=0.49 [10] 

and β=0.2 [19] for all patients. The elastic modulus assigned to the soft tissue bulk of 

each subject was weighted using their individual MRI-measured [12] muscle-to-fat 

ratios (Table S2). Our algorithm for calculation of internal peak von Mises stresses 

was employed separately for the left and right buttock of each subject over pressure 

data recorded for a duration of 2 minutes of static sitting. A code was written 

(LabView 8.0, National Instruments Co., TX, USA) which finds the peak sitting 

pressure from one sensor (sensing area of 2.5x2.5cm
2
; ‘‘Tactilus’’) under the left or 

right buttock in order to identify the location of the projection of the IT at each side. 

The code then chooses 4 sensors at this location that together form a square of 5x5cm
2
 

which includes the peak pressure, and which also have the highest sum of pressure 

measurements. This code was verified by visually inspecting its selections of IT 

projection locations against the measured pressure maps. We computed the maximal 

internal peak von Mises stress in the soft tissue at each body side for each patient, as 

well as the averages of von Mises stresses over time. We then calculated the 

coefficient of variation (COV) for both intra-subject and inter-subject stress data.   

A time-dependent soft tissue stress asymmetry index (SAI) was further defined, 

based on an analogue sitting pressure asymmetry index introduced in Linder-Ganz et 

al. [11]:  

( ) 







=

ITright

VM

ITleft

VMtSAI
σ

σ
log  (8) 

 

This SAI is a measure of the extent of asymmetry in internal soft tissue load 

sharing between the two body sides. The SAI produces zero for ideally balanced 

sitting, is positive when the peak internal soft tissue stress is higher under the left IT 

and negative when the peak stress is higher under the right IT. We calculated the peak 

and average SAI per each patient and the COV for both intra-subject and inter-subject 
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data. We further calculated the time integral of the SAI and the median SAI frequency 

as a measure of how often subjects change posture.  

  

3. RESULTS 

The synthetic data simulations (Figs. 2,3) demonstrated that consistent with Table 

S1, variations in ν overall had mild influence on the evaluated soft tissue stress and 

ISD, provided that ν was kept within the range of 0.49-0.496, which well covers the 

physiologically-relevant range of Poisson's ratios for soft tissues [10]. Hence E is the 

more important patient-specific mechanical property that needs to be considered in 

clinical application of the present method.  

The maximal peak and average internal von Mises stresses calculated separately 

under the left and right IT of 5 paraplegic subjects (whose characteristics are provided 

in Table S2) are presented in Table 3. An example of the loads, peak internal von 

Mises stress and ISD under the left and right IT of subject D3 (Table S2) is plotted in 

Fig. 5. In a two-minutes period of static sitting, the soft tissues under the left IT of this 

particular subject consistently bore higher stresses and ISD than the soft tissues under 

his right IT, despite that at some periods, e.g. during the timeframe between 40s and 

65s, the P(t) at the left and right sides were approximately equal (Fig. 5). This 

indicates the importance of weighing the effect of the internal anatomy as well, which 

indeed demonstrates a slightly sharper IT and a thinner soft tissue layer at the left 

buttock side of this subject (Table S2), which caused the higher internal stresses at his 

left buttock side.  

The averages of maximal peak internal von Mises stresses over time, as well as 

corresponding COV are calculated for both intra-subject and inter-subject data (Table 

1). The heaviest subject, W5 (Table S2), had the highest internal von Mises stresses 

under his left IT. High values of COV of soft tissue stress were calculated for subject 

K4, who had the thickest soft tissue bulk (Table S2). The inter-subject variability, as 

determined by 53.4% COV of the average of peak von Mises stresses across subjects, 

was higher than the intra-subject variability, for which the COV maximal value was 

37.9% and which averaged below 12% (Table 1).  
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The SAI parameter (eq. 8) is plotted in Fig. 6 for all the paraplegic subjects (Table 

S2). Peak and average of peak internal SAI, COV of the SAI and median SAI 

frequency are presented in Table 2. Average SAI and corresponding COV are 

calculated for both intra-subject and inter-subject data (Table 2). The peak, average 

and time integral of SAI values calculated for subject K4 were at least 2-times higher 

than SAI values of the other subjects (Table 2, Fig. 6). Consistent with that, the 

median SAI frequency calculated for subject K4 was the maximal among the five 

subjects, indicating that subject K4 often shifted her weight from side to side.  

 

4. DISCUSSION 

In this study, we aimed at designing a patient-specific modeling method which is 

clinically-oriented and that will monitor in real-time and alert wheelchair users 

against high deep tissue stresses that may cause DTI. We employed clinically-oriented 

intuitive measures of the risk for DTI in an individual patient, being the current peak 

internal tissue stress and the stress history (ISD), as well as the balance between 

stresses in the right and left buttock sides (SAI) and its frequency of change and 

history. This entire set of parameters is based on the von Mises stress, which was 

selected because it is a scalar that weighs the contributions of the different 

components of the stress tensor (compression, tension and shear) together. In view of 

the target user communities – clinicians and perhaps the patients themselves - this is 

practical and efficient in terms of data reduction. The SAI in particular is a 

dimensionless number that indicates how often patients shift weight between sides. 

Weight shifting may temporarily relieve high loads under one IT, yet cause extreme 

loading on the contralateral IT. Asymmetry is a very important parameter used by 

clinicians to evaluate postures and load-bearing activities. Physicians, physical 

therapists and care-takers are accustomed to terminology concerning with asymmetry 

and hence it is a simple measure that provides data which clinicians can easily 

interpret. Quantification of internal stresses, as well as the weight shifting frequency, 

can provide clinicians with simple quantitative data concerning the patient’s sitting 

habits (posture, load-asymmetry and load shifting frequency). Following continuous 

monitoring with the proposed system, patients can learn to regulate their internal soft 

tissue loading and adapt to safer sitting habits in term of DTI prevention. In other 

words, the system is useful for clinical evaluation as well as biofeedback applications. 
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It should be noted that the concept of the SAI is considerably different than simply 

tracking the regulation of sitting pressures between the two body sides, because an 

inherent anatomical left-right asymmetry (demonstrated in most of the R,h pairs of 

parameters in Table S2) imposes a need to apply uneven sitting pressures between the 

two buttock sides, in order to compensate for the anatomical asymmetry.  

Previous models of our group, designed to predict patient-specific internal soft 

tissue stresses under the IT in real-time, were limited by several assumptions, i.e. 

modeling the soft tissue bulk as an infinite half-space (assumed in Herz’s theory in 

Agam and Gefen [1]) or utilizing linear FE with no-slip between all tissues and 

requiring laptop computing power [13]. The modeling designed herein better 

approximates the actual anatomy of the buttocks by considering finite soft tissue 

thickness and frictional IT-soft tissue interaction, but still we were able to keep a 

closed-form analytical solution to the stress state, which is essential for real-time, 

low-computer power applications. In fact, the relative simplicity of the present 

modeling allows it to be programmed in a chip that can be embedded in a wheelchair. 

There remain, of course, several limitations, mainly concerning the geometry of the 

IT and soft tissues, which are not an ideal sphere and flat layer. The soft tissues are 

modeled as a homogenous isotropic material with no differentiation between muscle, 

fat, skin and connective tissues. Additionally, we assigned mechanical properties 

taken from animal studies of transversal loading of ovine [9] and porcine [17] fat and 

muscle tissues, respectively. We considered the muscle-to-fat ratio in the buttocks of 

each subject and weighed the elastic modulus according to the patient’s soft tissue 

anatomy to account, in some degree, for the inter-subject variability in soft tissue 

stiffness. We do foresee, however, that in clinical use of the present method, it will be 

necessary to feed patient models with individual, directly-measured tissue mechanical 

properties in addition to the individual anatomy. One very promising way for 

obtaining the individual E noninvasively and without ionizing radiation or expensive 

MRI is to use ultrasound elastography [6] which examines internal anatomy and tissue 

stiffness in a single scan. The model could be automated by developing a dedicated 

image processing code for segmentation of bone contours, muscle and fat layer 

contours, and calculating a mean radius of curvature of bone and muscle/fat ratio from 

the segmentation. The spatial resolution of a commercial ultrasound is in the 0.1-1mm 

range, which should be sufficient for the present application.  
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The present algorithm was tested with actual sitting pressure data recorded at the 

buttocks-wheelchair interface of paraplegic wheelchair users to demonstrate clinical 

feasibility. It should be noted that a small sample size test group was tested here. 

Once the system is put into large scale clinical trials it would be possible to collect 

population data on exposure of deep tissues to internal stresses, including time history 

of stresses and stress asymmetry. Through follow-up studies, this will ultimately 

allow to define threshold values indicating danger of DTI. In an example depicted in 

Fig. 5, loads measured with the pressure mat for patient D3 (Table S2) were similar 

under the left and right IT during the 40-65s timeframe. Contrarily, internal von Mises 

soft tissue stresses at that time were evaluated to be higher under the left IT. 

Undoubtedly, the higher tissue stresses within the left buttock in this particular subject 

were produced by a sharper left IT indenting a thinner soft tissue layer at that side 

(Table S2). In common clinical practice, the equally distributed surface pressures 

would have been regarded as optimal, although internal tissue stresses are not evenly 

distributed. This example clearly demonstrates the importance of using patient-

specific models that calculate internal soft tissue stresses for DTI prevention.  

The heaviest subject, W5 (Table S2), had the highest maximal and average peak 

internal soft tissue stresses (Table 1). This is consistent with findings of Elsner and 

Gefen [7] and Sopher et al. [21] who showed, using FE, that abnormal body mass 

indices, either overweight or underweight, contribute to the state of elevated internal 

tissue loads, which consequently increases the risk for sitting-acquired-DTI. 

In conclusion, we propose herein a practical algorithm for real-time patient-

specific monitoring of internal tissue stresses under the IT of wheelchair users, in 

clinical or home settings. We believe that this method holds a high potential for 

clinical applications, bridging between sophisticated modeling efforts at the research 

lab and everyday clinical needs. As a next step, we hope to translate it to a medical 

device ready for large-scale human studies, with the aims of screening patients at risk 

for DTI, based on high ISD or SAI values, and also, for training patients by means of 

biofeedback to avoid DTI.    
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Figure captions 

Fig. 1 (a) The geometry of the analytical model. Examples of finite element 

simulations of a specific geometry (R=20mm, h=15.38mm) with 

interface conditions of (b) free-slip and (c) no-slip. The α(R/h) 

functions for (d) free-slip and (e) no-slip simulations and the power 

law functions fitted to each condition.   

Fig. 2 Synthetic simulation of static sitting where (a) the load is applied for 

2 minutes of bilateral weight bearing, followed by load shifting to the 

monitored side for two minutes, then 5 seconds lift-off (zero load on 

the monitored buttock) and back to 2 minutes of bilateral weight 

bearing. The computed von Mises stresses for variations in (b) the 

elastic modulus and (c) the Poisson’s ratio are presented as well as 

the stress doses for variations in (d) the elastic modulus and (e) 

Poisson’s ratio. 

Fig. 3 Synthetic simulation of dynamic sitting during wheelchair propulsion 

where (a) a repetitive load is applied for 3 seconds. The computed 

von Mises stresses for variations in (b) the elastic modulus and (c) the 

Poisson’s ratio are presented as well as the stress doses for variations 

in (d) the elastic modulus and (e) Poisson’s ratio. 

Fig. 4 The pressure sensing area taken into account for body load 

calculations on each side was determined by the best achieved (a) X-

Y plot and (b) average-difference (Bland-Altman) plot comparing 

between von Mises stresses calculated by our algorithm against 

patient-specific finite element von Mises stresses published by 

Linder-Ganz et al (2008) for the same healthy (n = 6) and paraplegic 

(n = 5) subjects during static sitting. The average-difference plot 

shows good agreement between the two calculation methods as all 

data points are within ±2 standard deviation boundaries of the 

difference, and the absolute mean difference is ~4kPa. 

Fig. 5 An example of the (a) loads, (b) peak internal von Mises stress and 

(c) internal stress dose under the left and right ischial tuberosities of 

subject D3 (Table S2). 

Fig. 6 The stress asymmetry index (SAI) defined in eq. 9, calculated for 5 

paraplegic subjects (whose characteristics are detailed in Table S2) 

sitting in a wheelchair for 2 minutes. 

 


